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Smart Play DESIGNS  
lead to brilliant play opportunities

Smart Play® playstructures pack a lot of activities into compact structures,  

taking kids from early crawling exploration on up to active climbing and social play to challenging  

adventures for older children. This line helps span several critical periods of childhood development,  

making it ideal for childcare, early learning centers, neighborhood playgrounds and schools.

Pre-designed by the experts at Landscape Structures, the play elements included in each Smart Play playstructure 

have been given thoughtful consideration. Are they developmentally appropriate for each age group? Do they  

enhance the overall play experience? Only when the answer is yes do we have a truly smart Smart Play design.

Most of these structures have been designed to be compact, requiring less  

space and surfacing materials than typical playgrounds—yet without sacrificing any  

of the play value. That results in a lower total investment. 

With a variety of innovative themes and concepts to choose from, these preconfigured  

playstructures are easy to order. Simply choose the carefully curated color combinations shown here or  

select your own. We’ve put lots of thought into the Smart Play designs. All you have to do is enjoy!
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SummitTM



summitTM   
5 to 12 years
Get ready to scale the Summit! Kids 
of all abilities can reach the top 
deck using the multilevel belting 
path. A gradation of cool colors 
matches their ascent. Every Alpinist 
is encouraged to search for hidden 
animal tracks and camping gear as 
they trek across the laser-cut climbing 
decks and three-dimensional nets. 
Bring the mountains to your play 
area with this condensed-footprint, 
giant-play-value playstructure that 
welcomes a whole crowd of  
climbers at once.

Minimum area required:
ASTM/CSA 46' 9" x 42' 7"
(14,25 m x 12,98 m)

EN 46' 9" x 45' 1"
(14,25 m x 13,74 m)

Maximum fall height:
ASTM and EN 96" (2,44 m)

CSA 134" (3,40 m)

•   Pre-selected colors enhance the  
aesthetic, and color options also  
are available

•   Variety of materials stimulate  
the senses

•   ADA compliant
•   Direct bury
•   Not IPEMA certified

#290658 Summit Pre-colored
#298814 Summit Colorable
#298815 Summit EN Pre-colored
#298816 Summit EN Colorable
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tree topsTM  & sprigTM



tree topsTM   
5 to 12 years
This wondrously abstract  
playstructure gives kids the sense 
of exploring a forest canopy. But  
beyond the normal ups and downs 
of traditional tree-climbing, here 
kids can also navigate their way 
across wiggly bridges, roar down 
two different slides and much 
more. Interconnected activities at 
multiple levels are all protected by 
plenty of built-in shade. Whether 
it’s a tree fort, a forest city or an 
agility race in the sky, it will always 
be a beacon for your playground.

Minimum area required:
ASTM and CSA 47' 2" x 35' 5"  
(17,38 m x 10,80 m)

EN 45' 1" x 35' 1" (13,74 m x 10,69 m)

Maximum fall height:
ASTM and EN 96" (2,44 m)

CSA 134" (3,40)

•   Innovative design includes lots of 
activities in a compact space, requiring 
less surfacing

•   Colorful and artistic DigiFuse® accents 
 add to the woodsy aesthetic

•   Designing your own is quick and easy 
 with our recommended color scheme     
 or your color choices

•  Built-in shade
•  ADA compliant
•  Direct bury
•  Not IPEMA certified

#CP016776 Tree Tops
#CP017047 Tree Tops EN
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sprigTM & tree topsTM



SprigTM   
2 to 5 years
Introduce budding climbers to the 
just-right heights of Sprig. With 
a color palette as fresh as spring 
green, this whimsical structure 
looks like it’s sprouting from the 
earth. A leaf slider delights as little 
ones navigate their way beneath a 
canopy of SkyWays® shade fabric. 
Tots can step or crawl across leafy 
pods, slide flower blossoms back 
and forth, or whoosh down one of 
two slides to ring the chimes at  
the bottom of this new-growth  
playstructure. 

Minimum area required:
31' 10" x 25' 10" (9,70 m x 7,87 m)

Maximum fall height:
ASTM and EN 48" (1,22 m)

CSA 77" (1,96 m)

•   Many different types of developmentally     
appropriate activities

•   Whimsical features and full-color  
DigiFuse® graphics enhance the 
environment

•   Make it your own with your choice  
of colors

•   Integrated shade
•   ADA compliant
•   Direct bury
•   Not IPEMA certified

#CP021770
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billowsTM  & breezeTM
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billowsTM   
5 to 12 years
Billows offers everything you 
need for a thrilling atmospheric 
adventure. Kids will flock to this 
flowy circuit of lighthearted fun that 
interconnects multiple levels of 
play amidst its light and airy color 
palette. Built-in shade floats above 
like clouds as kids bounce their way 
across the sky and climb to dynamic 
new heights. Add an iconic kite, a 
rainbow of hot air balloons and a 
slew of unexpected shadow surprises, 
and you’re ready for take-off.

Minimum area required:
ASTM and CSA 45' 4" x 44' 3"  
(13,82 m x 13,49 m)

EN 43' 7" x 33' 11" (13,28 m x 10,34 m)

Maximum fall height:
ASTM and EN 96" (2,44 m)

CSA 134" (3,40 m)

•   High play value in a compact footprint
•   Soft colors and DigiFuse® graphics 

create a unique look
•    Designing your own is quick and easy 

with our recommended color scheme 
or your color choices

•   Cloud roofs with perforated designs 
create shadow play on the ground

•   ADA compliant
•   Direct bury
•   Not IPEMA certified

#CP019554 Billows Pre-colored
#CP019555 Billows Colorable
#CP019552 Billows EN Pre-colored
#CP019553 Billows EN Colorable
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BREEZETM  & bILLOWSTM
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BreezeTM   
2 to 5 years
Step right up and get your tickets 
for a whimsical hot-air balloon ride 
among the clouds. Little ones will 
discover activities that invite tactile 
curiosity and encourage early  
learning, finding plenty of airy 
insights to explore along the  
way. Bouncy belting featuring  
windswept cutouts provides safe 
passage between the basket and 
two slides, inviting kids of all  
abilities to go for a soar in the  
puffy balloon topped by  
SkyWays® shade fabric.

Minimum area required:
27' 6" x 35' (8,38 m x 10,67 m)

Maximum fall height:
ASTM and EN 48" (1,22 m)

CSA 77" (1,96 m)

•    Variety of activities provide  
opportunities for imaginative and 
physical play

•    Both soft and saturated colors add  
to the floaty aesthetic

•    Opt for a designer-curated color 
scheme or choose your own colors

•    Fabric balloon provides shade  
and shadow play

•    ADA compliant
•    Direct bury
•    Not IPEMA certified

#CP021022 Breeze Pre-colored
#CP021021 Breeze Colorable
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BeachcomberTM
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BeachComberTM   
5 to 12 years
Grab your best beach buddy  
and ride the wild surf on this  
wondrously wavy playstructure. A 
cool color palette accentuates this 
flowy design. Young imaginations 
are encouraged to go with the  
watery flow as they surge forth to 
encounter marine life, discover 
buried treasure and explore  
the oceans of activity built into  
the BeachComber. Introduce  
this seaside attraction to any  
playground for hours of nautical 
fun—no sand required!

Minimum area required:
ASTM and CSA 43' 6" x 34' 10"  
(13,26 m x 10,62 m)

EN 40' 4" x 33' 11" (12,29 m x 10,34 m)

Maximum fall height:
ASTM and EN 88" (2,24 m)

CSA 126" (3,20 m)

•    Lots of climbing and sliding activity  
in a compact space

•    Seaside colors and DigiFuse® accents 
enhance the experience

•    Select the pre-designed color palette 
or choose your colors

•    ADA compliant
•    Direct bury
•    Not IPEMA certified

# CP018107 BeachComber  
Pre-colored

# CP018100 BeachComber  
Colorable

# CP018110 BeachComber EN  
Pre-colored

# CP018108 BeachComber EN  
Colorable
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venti®   
5 to 12 years
Venti® packs 20 exciting  
activities into its compact size.  
Nets, slides, belts and climbers 
provide challenges that promote 
physical development and strategic 
thinking, while also creating  
hangouts where kids can take a 
break and connect with others.

Minimum area required:
39' 2" x 45' 2" (11,93 m x 13,76 m)

Maximum fall height:
87" (2,20 m)

•    Compact structure requires  
less surfacing

•    Multiple entry points and activities 
accommodate a large number of kids

•    Aluminum or steel posts
•    ADA compliant
•    Direct bury or surface mount
•    Choice of color for Permalene®,  

ProShield® and polyethylene
•    U.S. Patent number D807,978

#210739
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Venti®  options
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Venti® HDG   
5 to 12 years
The cool aesthetics of Hot Dip  
Galvanized (HDG) steel offer a  
fresh look for your playground. Its 
distinctive zinc patina eventually takes 
on a uniform matte gray appearance, 
blending in well with the styles of 
many different play environments—
urban, sculptural, modern, industrial 
and more. And if you happen to live 
in a coastal area, this durable finish 
provides an extra level of protection 
against the harsh elements.
#228068

Venti® with SkyWays® 
Hypar shadeS   
5 to 12 years

Enjoy all the great fun of Venti with  
the benefits of shade. 
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motion
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motion   
2 to 5 years
This accessible playstructure 
packs 16 activities into its compact 
structure. Kids can clamber up 
the climbers, through the inclined 
tunnel and among the patterned 
decks, or settle into the cozy corner 
complete with a tabletop for  
imaginative play. Along the way 
there are cut-out shapes to peek 
through, bongos and ring-a-bells 
to play, and geometric shape- 
and-fit games.

Minimum area required:
22' 6" x 23' 11" (6,86 m x 7,29 m)

Maximum fall height:
32" (0,81 m)

•  Compact structure
•  Built-in shade
•   Available with Sand Table or  

Flat Play Table
•   ADA compliant
•   Chose one ProShield® color, one  

polyethylene color and three  
Permalene® colors

•  Direct bury or surface mount

#197057
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cube
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cube   

2 to 5 years
A curated collection of interactive 
play events help build cognitive 
and motor skills for toddlers  
and preschoolers. While this  
playstructure welcomes 2- to 
5-year-olds for play, we recognize 
that there are huge developmental 
differences between 2-year-olds 
and 5-year-olds. That’s why we 
designed Cube to specifically  
meet the needs of kids ages 2 to 3.

Minimum area required:
21' 7" x 22' 1" (6,58 m x 6,73 m)

Maximum fall height:
32" (0,81 m)

•  Compact structure
•  Five GripX textured decks
•   ADA compliant
•   Choice of color for Permalene®,  

ProShield® and polyethylene
•  Direct bury or surface mount

#205160
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The innovative playstructures 
on pages 24-35 promote 
language-rich interactions 
that can support children’s 
early brain and language 
development. Smart Play 
activities and messaging, 
developed with guidance 
from the National Head Start 
Association and Too Small to 
Fail, can prompt adult-child 
conversations and support 
whole-child learning across 
key developmental domains. 
They include literacy, math, 
science, nature, social- 
emotional development,  
nutrition and physical activity. 
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Centre   
2 to 5 years
Create a village. When you connect 
a Loft, Fire Station and Market Cafe 
with tunnels, you have the Centre!

Minimum area required:
32' 4" x 34' 7" (9,86 m x 10,54 m)

Maximum fall height:
44" (1,12 m)

• 35 activities
• Compact structure
• Built-in shade
• ADA compliant
• Choice of color for Permalene®  
  and polyethylene
• Direct bury or surface mount
• U.S. Patent numbers D832,965, 
  D859,563 and D873,365

#233083 ASTM/CSA
#237305 EN 

Centre
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Double the Fun
Connect two playstructures with  
a crawl tunnel to enhance the  
imaginative fun and physical  
activity levels.

• Compact structure
• Built-in shade
• ADA compliant
• Choice of color for Permalene® 
  and polyethylene
• Direct bury or surface mount

loFt + Fire Station 
2 to 5 years
Minimum area required:
25' 11" x 34' 7" (7,90 m x 10,54 m)

Maximum fall height:
44" (1,12 m)

#233077 ASTM/CSA
#237302 EN

LoFt + Market CaFe   
2 to 5 years
Minimum area required:
27' 1" x 32' 4" (8,26 m x 9,86 m)

Maximum fall height:
44" (1,12 m)

#233079 ASTM/CSA
#237303 EN

Fire station +  
Market CaFe    
2 to 5 years
Minimum area required:
28' 8" x 29' 3" (8,74 m x 8,92 m)

Maximum fall height:
44" (1,12 m)

#233081 ASTM/CSA
#237304 EN
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Fire station
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Fire Station  
2 to 5 years
Kids can take control at the wheel,  
pat Sparky the friendly fire dog or 
slide on down to their next adventure. 
They’ll enjoy lots of activities that 
teach young ones about fire safety  
and helping others, including an 
object find game, plenty of bells and 
gears, and a fun mirror that shows 
them how they’d look in uniform. 

Minimum area required:
24' 5" x 25' 9" (7,44 m x 7,85 m)

Maximum fall height:
44" (1,12 m)

•  Compact structure
•  Built-in shade
•  ADA compliant
•  Choice of color for Permalene® 
   and polyethylene
•  Direct bury or surface mount
•  U.S. Patent number D859,563

#233073 ASTM/CSA
#238233 EN
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market caFe
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market caFE   
2 to 5 years
This farmer’s market and cafe lets 
little ones take turns placing meal 
orders, dining with friends and 
learning about yummy food  
choices while describing their meal. 
Among lots of activities, kids can 
make pictures in the image panel, 
bing-bong the apple bell, and 
develop language skills by naming 
fruits and vegetables in the stand.

Minimum area required:
23' 10" x 24' 9" (7,26 m x 7,54 m)

Maximum fall height:
44" (1,12 m)

•  Compact structure
•  Built-in shade
•  ADA compliant
•  Choice of color for Permalene® 
   and polyethylene
•  Direct bury or surface mount
•  U.S. Patent number D873,365

#233075 ASTM/CSA
#238356 EN
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loFt
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loft   
2 to 5 years
Handrails lead young children  
up the steps and into a world of 
imaginary play. With a built-in  
find-it game, language prompts 
and learning activities connected  
to early childhood curriculum goals, 
lower-level clubhouse, and so  
much more, you’ll find plenty of 
interactive elements to engage 
developing minds and bodies. 

Minimum area required:
25' 11" x 27' 1" (7,90 m x 8,26 m)

Maximum fall height:
44" (1,12 m)

•  Compact structure
•  Built-in shade
•  ADA compliant
•  Choice of color for Permalene® 
   and polyethylene
•  Direct bury or surface mount
•  U.S. Patent number D832,965

#233857
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nook
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Nook   
6 to 23 months
Sized just right for little crawlers  
and early walkers, this whimsical 
playstructure offers plenty of colorful 
activities to capture young ones’  
attention. Whether they’re playing 
inside the house or outside, the  
intentional sightlines let you keep  
your eye on them at all times. A  
balance rail along the white picket 
fence encourages early standing  
and walking. 

Minimum area required:
19' 2" x 20' 1" (5,84 m x 6,12 m)

Maximum fall height:
7" (0,18 m)

•  Compact structure
•  Built-in shade
•  Complies with ASTM F2373
•  Choice of Permalene® color
•  Direct bury or surface mount
•  U.S. Patent number D832,964

#233856
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LANDSCAPE STRUCTURES (“Manufacturer”) warrants that all  
playstructures and/or equipment sold will conform in kind and in 
quality to the specifications manual for the products identified in 
the Acknowledgment of Order and will be free of defects in  
manufacturing and material. Manufacturer further warrants:

100-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY: On all straight aluminum  
posts, stainless steel fasteners, clamps, beams and caps against 
structural failure due to corrosion/natural deterioration or  
manufacturing defects, and on straight steel posts against  
structural failure due to material or manufacturing defects.

15-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY: On all plastic components  
(including TuffTimbers™ edging), all aluminum and steel components 
not covered above, Mobius® climbers, decks and TenderTuff™ 
coatings (except Wiggle Ladders, Chain Ladders and Swing Chain) 
against structural failure due to material or manufacturing defects.

10-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY: On concrete products against  
structural failure due to natural deterioration or manufacturing  
defects. Does not cover minor chips, hairline cracks or efflorescence.

10-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY: On fabric and thread against failure 
from significant fading, deterioration, breakdown, mildew, outdoor 
heat, cold or discoloration. This warranty is limited to the design 
loads as stated in the manual, and applies to standard colors only.

8-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY: On climbing cables against defects 
in materials or manufacturing defects.

3-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY: On all other parts, i.e.: Mobius  
climber handholds, Wiggle Ladders, Chain Ladders, all rocking 
equipment, belting material, etc., against failure due to corrosion/ 
natural deterioration or manufacturing defects.

The environment near a saltwater coast can be extremely corrosive. 
Some corrosion and/or deterioration is considered “normal wear” in 
this environment. Product installed within 500 yards (457 meters)  
of a saltwater shoreline will only be covered for half the period of 
the standard product warranty, up to a maximum of five years, for 
defects caused by corrosion. Products installed in direct contact 
with saltwater or that are subjected to salt spray are not covered by 
the standard warranty for any defects caused by corrosion.

This warranty does not include any cosmetic issues or wear and tear 
from normal use of the product, or misuse or abuse of the product. 
It is valid only if the playstructures and/or equipment are erected 
to conform with Landscape Structures’ installation instructions and 
maintained according to the maintenance procedures furnished by 
Landscape Structures Inc.
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PERMALENE® COLOR PANELS  Permalene panels with a 
recycled core are a smart choice for your playground and the 
environment. Available in the 20 colors shown, the distinctive 
black core results from combining and recycling colored 
plastic— waste that would otherwise end up in landfills.

POST COLORS  ProShield® finish is specifically 
designed to withstand the demands of 
extreme heat, harsh climates, moisture and 
UV exposure. ProShield finish combines a 
specially formulated primer with a high-quality, 
architectural-grade, Super-Durable, TGIC 
polyester powdercoat. No lead-based paints.

POLYETHYLENE   
For slides, tunnels, 
roofs, etc. The  
heavy-duty 
rotationally molded 
polyethylene 
material ensures 
strength and 
durability while 
resisting cracking, 
fading and peeling.

* Denim, Seafoam, 
Leaf, Limon, Slate, 
Brick, Tangerine, 
Buttercup, Granite  
and Acorn are 
color blends.

Denim

Blue

Pebble

Seafoam

Lagoon

Sky

Peacock

Grass

Green

Pine Green

Leaf

Limon

Sprout

Slate

Purple

Plum

Maroon

Berry

Cranberry

Red

Paprika

Orange

Tangerine

Yellow

Honey

Buttercup

Metallic Silver

Cool Silver Matte

Matte Gray

Carbon

Black

Brown

Acorn

Copper

Tan

Dune

Vanilla

White
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Sky
Lagoon

Grass

Green

Leaf

Sprout
Limon

Slate

Brick

Red

Tangerine

Yellow

Buttercup

Gray

Acorn

Denim

Blue

Pebble

Seafoam

Tan

Denim

Brick

Green

Gray

Lagoon

Slate

Tan

Buttercup

Seafoam

Limon

Acorn

Tangerine

Blue

Red

Leaf

GraniteGranite
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Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground equipment in the world. Our employee-owned company designs  
community and school playgrounds that encourage kids of all ages and abilities to learn persistence, leadership, competition, bravery, support and empathy through play.  

We push the limits—of design, inclusion, play—to help kids realize there is no limit to what they can do today and in the future. For a better tomorrow, we play today.

601 7th Street South, Delano, MN 55328 USA • 888.438.6574 • 763.972.5200 • playlsi.com

©2022  Landscape Structures Inc.  Printed in the U.S.A.  750-2154


